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Abstract
Budget formulation as the first dimensions of budget cycle, has an important role to maintain. A lot of issues will be grow up related to budget priority, objectives, outcomes, and regulation as long as formulation expenditure policy in allocating recources. The study purpose is to explain about the steps in making project cost estimation especially on the stages of budget formulation at the executive budget process. There is a formulation of construction cost component which is regulated by Public Work Minister Rule No.45/PRT/M/2007. Case study of two construction projects budget in Public Work Agency of Tasikmalaya Regency generate some result that the the early estimation cost of proposal in RKA/DIPA is acceptable regarding to its construction cost, but others have to be revised, related to planning cost, supervision cost, and management cost.
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A. INTRODUCTION

During budget preparation, trade-offs and prioritization among programs must be made to ensure that the budget fits government policies and priorities. Next, the most cost-effective variants must be selected. Finally, means of increasing operational efficiency in government must be sought. None of these can be accomplished unless financial constraints are built into the process from the very start. Accordingly, the budget formulation process has four major dimensions:

- Setting up the fiscal targets and the level of expenditures compatible with targets.
- Formulating expenditure policies.
- Allocating resources in conformity with both policies and fiscal targets. This is the main objective of the core processes of budget preparation.
- Addressing operational efficiency and performance issues.

This paper will be focuses on the process of budget preparation. In particular, the preparation dimensions is at the executive budget process. Study cases will be on a construction project plan in Tasikmalaya local government. Public Work Agency of Tasikmalaya Regency as part of the local Government Institution has the obligation to draw up their annual budget plan. This budget plan will then be discussed by financial agency and approved together with the Local House of Representatives and then set out as a regulation. This budget plan called RKA (Rencana Kerja Anggaran) or Work Plan Budget, in central government, it is usually called DIPA. It has a function of authorization, supervision, planning, distribution, allocation and stabilization.

The proposal of construction project can be a problem because (usually) it is made in a limited time, especially to determine the estimation cost of the project. This situation makes the local Government setting the maximum budget to propose a project. Thus, there is a standard formula to get maximum budget by multiplication between The highest Standard Price of Construction and The Area of Construction. The maximum price of tasikmalaya regency construction project in 2016 is Rp. 3.000.000,00 per m2.
B. LITERATURE REVIEW

The general stages of budget cycle can be divided into 4 points of cycle process. First, budget formulation as the terms of executive draft budget. Second, Budget enactment, when Financial Institution presents budget to parliament, which can be an interactive process including debates to get approval. Third, Budget execution by government agencies or department to implementing the programs and spend the funds. Fourth, Budgetting auditing and assessment, where agencies or department report the expenditure and will be investigated by Auditor. As the first dimension on general stages of budget cycle, budget formulation has some conditions for budget preparation:

1. The need for early decision;

By definition, preparing the budget needs hard choices. These can be made, at a cost, or avoided, at a far greater cost. It is important that the necessary trade-offs be made explicitly when formulating the budget. This will permit a smooth implementation of priority programs, and avoid disrupting program management during budget execution. Political considerations, the avoidance mechanisms mentioned below, and lack of needed information (notably on continuing commitments), often lead to postponing these hard choices until budget execution. The postponement makes the choices harder, not easier, and the consequence is a less efficient budget process.

2. The need for hard constraint

It is because of annual budget preparation must be framed, and should be organized along the following lines:

- A top-down approach, consisting of: (i) defining aggregate resources available for public spending; (ii) establishing sectoral spending limits that fits government priorities; and (iii) making these spending limits known to line ministries;
- A bottom-up approach, consisting of formulating and costing sectoral spending programs within the sectoral spending limits; and
- Iteration and reconciliation mechanisms, to produce a constant overall expenditure program.

3. Avoiding questionable budgeting practices;
Certain budgetary practices are widespread, the main ones are “incremental budgeting”, “open-ended” processes, “excessive bargaining” and “dual budgeting”.

There is some importance in the macroeconomic framework and fiscal targets. Thus, the starting point for expenditure programming are: (i) a realistic assessment of budget likely to be available to the government; and (ii) the establishment objectives. Government expenditure should have the capacity to translate policy priorities into the budget, and then to ensure the actual cost with the budget. Overestimating revenues leads to poor budget formulation and therefore poor budget execution. In building construction project, there is a clause index to divide the budget into 4 sectors: construction cost, planning cost, supervision cost, and management cost. This is covered in Rule of Public Work Minister No.45/PRT/M/2007 about Technical guidelines of state building (*Permen PU No.45/PRT/M/2007 tentang Pedoman Teknis Pembangunan Gedung Negara*) as figured:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KOMPONEN KEGIATAN</th>
<th>250 s.d. 500</th>
<th>1,000 s.d. 2,500</th>
<th>2,500 s.d. 5,000</th>
<th>5,000 s.d. 10,000</th>
<th>10,000 s.d. 25,000</th>
<th>25,000 s.d. 50,000</th>
<th>50,000 s.d. 100,000</th>
<th>100,000 s.d. 250,000</th>
<th>250,000 s.d. 500,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PERENCANAAN</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KONSTRUKSI</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dalam %)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.83</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENGAWASAN</td>
<td>5.35</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KONSTRUKSI</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dalam %)</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENGELOLAAN</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEGIATAN</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
<td>s.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(dalam %)</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own Calculations

There is some additional clause of Planning and supervision formulation, which is if the planning and supervision will be done by the third party (consultant), so the percentage is as above. But, if it will be done by agency (self management) so, the percentage formula must be multiply by 60% of the above index.
C. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Case study (1) is Hall Building Project of Education Agency of Tasikmalaya Regency (Appendix 1: RKA) which is continued work from last year project of 1,5 billion rupiah for the Area of building in about 900 m² (2 floors). The Detail Engineering Design (DED) is made in 2015 with self management procedure.

Total budget : Rp. 1.000.000.000,00, devided into :

- Construction cost : Rp. 906.940.000,00 (e-procurement)
- Planning cost : Rp. 40.000.000,00 (self management/swakelola)
- Supervision cost : Rp. 35.000.000,00 (self management/swakelola)
- Management cost : Rp. 18.060.000,00 (self management/swakelola)

Analysis of Budget :

As an “incremental budgeting”, it should be insignificant problem in the budget formulation. In order to get an early (maximum) estimation cost, the formulation is :

Total Budget estimation = Building project area x max. price per m²
= 900 m² x Rp. 3.000.000,00
= Rp. 2.700.000.000,00

Thus, if all the cost is combined between last year project and the upcoming project, The existing budget will be Rp. 2.500.000.000,00, and it is acceptable in compared to the early estimation formula which is Rp. 2.700.000.000,00.

Based on formulation of Public Work Minister 45/2007, we can assume the fixed calculation cost or maximum value that must be allocate for planning, supervision, and management as follows :

- Maximum Planning cost : 5,63% x Rp. 1.000.000.000,- x 60% = Rp. 33.700.000,00
- Maximum Supervision cost : 3,90% x Rp. 1.000.000.000,- x 60% = Rp. 23.400.000,00
- Maximum Management cost : 10% x Rp. 1000.000.000,- x 60% = rp.60.000.000,00
Case study (2) is Islamic Centre Building Project (Appendix 2: RKA) which Area of building is about 5200 m² (2 floors) and 2700 m² of supported building. The Detail Engineering Design (DED) is made in 2007 by consultant. Total budget: Rp. 21.000.000.000,00, devided into:

- Construction cost: Rp. 20.132.000.000,00 (e-procurement)
- Planning cost: Rp. 450.000.000,00 (self management/swakelola)
- Supervision cost: Rp. 400.000.000,00 (self management/swakelola)
- Management cost: Rp. 18.000.000,00 (self management/swakelola)

**Analysis of Budget:**

As an “top-down” approach, it can be a problem in the budget formulation. Because, in fact, there is an existing building of Islamic Centre (in the same building, same location), which is in a feasible condition. The mayor of Tasikmalaya Regency want to change the roof of the building from pyramid into a dome. It will be hard to avoiding questionable budgeting practices in compared to the priority of development in Tasikmalaya regency who still lack of fund to build some agencies building to move to regency region that still operate in the region of Tasikmalaya Municipality.

In order to get an early (maximum) estimation cost, the formulation is:

Total Budget estimation = Building project area x max. price per m²
= (5200+2700) m² x Rp. 3.000.000,00
= Rp. 23.700.000.000,00

However, the budget of 21 billion rupiah is still below of the maximum cost that can be allocate to the project which is about Rp. 23.700.000.000,00.

Based on formulation of Public Work Minister 45/2007, we can assume the fixed calculation cost or maximum value that must be allocate for planning, supervision, and management as follows (as same formulation as case <1> with interpolation):

- Maximum Planning cost: Rp. 357.000.000,00
- Maximum Supervision cost: Rp. 245.000.000,00
- Maximum Management cost: Rp. 280.000.000,00

**D. CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION**
In general, the projects can be implemented by its cost as showed in the budget document. Related to the results of the analysis conducted in this study, it can be summarized that the 2 (two) RKA of construction project budgeting as follows:

1. Based on the two project, both of estimation cost for the early proposal, the total budget is acceptable regarding to the formulation of maximum cost of construction project.

2. Planning cost, supervision cost and management cost must be revised, as regulated in Rule of Public Work Minister No.45/PRT/M/2007.

Furthermore, some recommendation is needed to improve the quality of budgeting preparation in related to its priority to be relevant, whether the decision has been taken, for instance:

- Budget priority for infrastructure is relevant, but the allocation progress should be maintain of which infrastructure to be done first. As example of Islamic Centre project, nowadays, sort of religious building project can attract a lot of funding from investor, it can be from CSR, foreign block grant (for example: Many Foundation from Middle East Countries). Thus, the budget can be spent to other important allocation.

- Because of the percentage of planning and supervision cost follow the value of construction cost, so, the values of them can be huge related to the formula of Public Work Minister Rule, so, the implementation should be careful and be aware of “rent seeking” in order to minimized the budget leaks from planning cost and supervision cost.
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